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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a novel ‘bottom-up’ object-oriented 

approach for automated model checking and the corre-

sponding plugin prototype. The approach and the proto-

type enable four key processes: (i) define and interpret the 

requirement rules, (ii) prepare the BIM object data, (iii) 

execute the requirement rules, and (iv) report the results 

that were made available to the user. To demonstrate the 

feasibility and accuracy of the approach, we use a case 

study from the foodservice equipment industry using an 

existing object library of foodservice equipment created 

by a major French manufacturer. All four steps were suc-

cessfully completed, and the results show savings of 

around 125 minutes per object between the automated ap-

proach and traditional manual methods of working. 

INTRODUCTION 

Reuse of asset data throughout the design, construction 

and operational phases of buildings relies on the compli-

ance of several components: building codes, normative 

standards, industry guidelines, and project requirements. 

Traditionally compliance to these components is achieved 

through a manual data checking process which is labori-

ous, time consuming, and error-prone (Ghannad, et al., 

2019). Errors relating to manual processing have been 

known to result in huge losses (e.g., £800,000 cost of con-

struction and design changes within a UK’s housing pro-

ject, where the wheelchair ramps were found to be too 

steep and narrow (Ding, et al., 2006)).  

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is part of a 

digital transition within the construction industry. It can 

be defined as a set of processes and technologies that sup-

port multiple stakeholders to collaboratively design, con-

struct and operate a facility within a digital environment 

(Sacks, et al., 2018). The Building Information Model is 

an object-based, data rich, 3D digital model generated by 

each project participant through a BIM authoring plat-

form. BIM is expected to significantly contribute to the 

development of automated checking of designs 

(McGraw-Hill, 2014). Indeed, with the development of 

computer-based BIM applications allowing multi-criteria 

parametric designs of a construction project through a set 

of objects defined by an identity, attributes, and relations, 

automatic compliance checking of building designs is be-

coming feasible (Choi & Kim, 2008) thus, contributing 

significantly to time and cost savings. 

 During the last four decades, more than 400 research 

works have considered automating compliance checking 

in the construction industry (Nawari, 2019a). Various 

model checking methodologies, platforms, and domain 

applications such as spatial assessment, structural integ-

rity, safety, energy usage, etc., have been contemplated in 

the academic research literature and multiple industrial 

tools are now commercially available.  

In one of the most referenced studies, Eastman et al. 

(Eastman, et al., 2009) presented a general functional ar-

chitecture for rule checking and reporting systems. These 

authors structured a rule checking process into four main 

steps: (i) rule interpretation, (ii) building model prepara-

tion, (iii) rule execution, and (iv) rule check reporting. 

They discussed the shortcomings of each step and identi-

fied general requirements. Five rule checking systems 

were reviewed according to this structure: the CORENET 

project (Singapore), the HITOS project (Norwegian BIM 

project for Statsbygg), the Australian Building Codes 

Board project, the International Code Council project 

(US), and the General Services Administration project. As 

input, these systems rely on IFC-based building infor-

mation models.     

Based on the same rule checking systems, Greenwood 

et al. (Greenwood, et al., 2010) identified four key re-

quirements to promote UK’s BIM-based automated code 

checking. To overcome the lack of relevant information 

needed for enabling efficient compliance checking pro-

cess, the authors proposed: (i) making programmed rules 

easily understandable and accessible by UK’s Regulation 

authors, (ii) making the rule base independent of the rule 

checking software so different rule sets can be used with 

the same tool, (iii) complying with open standards like the 

IFC, and (iv) understanding and taking into account the 

model authoring process while developing such systems. 

More recently, several model checking system classi-

fications have been proposed. Hjelseth (Hjelseth, 2016) 

used an ontological framework based on the concepts of 

model checking to identify the different types of check-

ing. He identified four different categories: (i) “validation 

checking” of the building information model’s content 
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with the rules set (regulation, standards, contract, etc.), (ii) 

“model content checking” of the completeness of the 

building information model’s content with regards to a 

particular use-case, (iii) “smart object checking” of the 

model’s objects with behavioural rules, and (iv) “design 

option checking” to support and guide the design process 

with respect to best practices.  

Krijnen (Krijnen, 2016) gave an overview of technical 

solutions to automate data requirements checking and 

proposed a classification based on these technologies, 

namely: schema semantics and IFC [(Eastman, et al., 

2009), (Terkaj & Šojić, 2015)], Model View Definitions 

[(Zhang, et al., 2014), (Solihin & Eastman, 2015), 

(Solihin, et al., 2015)], concept libraries [(Palos, et al., 

2014), (Miller, 1995), (Navigli & Ponzetto, 2012)], query 

languages (Pauwels & Terkaj, 2016), and reasoners 

(Krijnen & Tamke, 2015). 

Automated compliance checking methods can also be 

distinguished with respect to whether the encoding of the 

rules set is embedded in the BIM model [(Zhang & El-

Gohary, 2016), (Hakim, et al., 2017), (Tan, et al., 2010)] 

or not [(Macit & Suter, 2015), (Dimyadi, et al., 2016), 

(Zhong, et al., 2018)]. To provide a bidirectional link and 

reduce the gap between design requirements and design 

solutions, Marchant (Marchant, 2015) suggested as-

briefed and as-designed data could be correlated within 

integrated building information models and in a single 

IFC-based repository. To formalise the way requirements 

can be modelled using the same data schema as the design 

solution, Marchant (Marchant, 2016) suggested extending 

the IFC specification for managing properties, documents 

and adjacency requirements usually contained in codes, 

normative texts and client’s requirements by using a new 

IfcRelRequires and related sub-classes. Furthermore, for 

some frameworks, the rules set can be either integrated, 

hard-encoded into the BIM-based code checking tool 

[(Benghi, 2019), (Zhang, et al., 2011)] or treated inde-

pendently of it [(Nawari, 2019c), (Messaoudi & Nawari, 

2020)] which could be costly to maintain and difficult to 

change (Zhang & El-Gohary, 2016).  

From a deployment point of view, Nawari (Nawari, 

2019a) identified three model checking system catego-

ries: (i) add-in applications integrated within a specific 

authoring tool, (ii) desktop (or standalone) software inde-

pendent of any authoring tool, and (iii) web-based plat-

forms providing distant access via the internet. According 

to Nawari (Nawari, 2019a), all “the cited methods for au-

tomated rules compliance auditing in building design are 

either based on proprietary frameworks, domain-specific 

areas, or hard-coded rule-based representations”. A 

Generalized Adaptive Framework for Building code com-

pliance checking based on the IFC standard, was then pro-

posed and developed in five steps: (i) analysis & classifi-

cation of existing regulation, (ii) development of the 

Model View Definition, (iii) unambiguous data extrac-

tion, (iv) uncertain data extraction using fuzzy logic, and 

finally (v) rules execution (Nawari, 2019c).   

To develop a roadmap for automated compliance 

checking adoption, Beach et al. (Beach, et al., 2020) con-

ducted a detailed inventory of applicable industrial and 

academic developments. With the aid of industry partners, 

the authors identified and analysed the tools currently al-

lowing model compliance checking. Ten existing industry 

tools were identified (AEC3 Require1, Autodesk Model 

Checker, Brief-Builder, CARS, GliderBIM, Xinaps, Up-

Codes AI, SMART review, Jotne EDMmodelchecker, 

and Solibri Site or Enterprise Versions). These were ex-

amined with respect to their: application domains (client 

requirements, fire safety, etc), capabilities for allowing 

digitisations, checking methodology, and input data for-

mat. Several other academic research platforms were an-

alysed using these same criteria. Then, by conducting a 

survey with industry partners, the authors identified a list 

of obstacles to the adoption of automated compliance 

checking that led them to propose a roadmap that consid-

ered, concurrently, the political, commercial, and techno-

logical factors in the future development of automated 

compliance checking (Beach, et al., 2020). Although in-

dustrial partners were in favour of adopting automated 

compliance checking, they insisted on the necessity for 

designating a qualified human to supervise the whole pro-

cess. 

This paper proposes a bottom-up object-oriented ap-

proach for automated compliance checking using the 

foodservice equipment industry as a case study. A review 

of related studies is presented in the next section. This is 

followed by the presentation of our proposed compliance 

checking method and its demonstration in a case study of 

a large foodservice equipment manufacturer using an ex-

isting object library.  

RELATED STUDIES 

To understand the application domain and different 

frameworks for automated compliance checking, a review 

of 34 research papers was conducted. The analysis was 

performed based on: (i) the technology/concept used to 

develop the framework, (ii) the domain application and 

case study covered by the research work, and (iii) whether 

the solution is based on open standards for representing 

BIM data (IFC, XML, ifcOWL…) and/or the rules set 

(LegalRuleML, RuleML…). We propose a classification 

of six existing methods:  

AI techniques  

[ (Zhang & El-Gohary, 2016), (Hakim, et al., 2017), 

(Salama & El-Gohary, 2011), (Zhang & El-Gohary, 

2013), (Zhang & El-Gohary, 2018)]: compliance check-

ing systems based on implementing AI techniques, such 

as machine learning, generative design, pattern recogni-

tion, etc., for either rule detection and representation from 

regulation texts, or rule execution. They focus on the reg-

ulations and how it can be transformed into rule-based 

machine readable-format, but in some way, neglect the 

whole compliance checking process. They also propose 

AI-based algorithms with high level precision but still not 



sufficient to be suitable for industry application, where no 

degree of error is acceptable. 

Domain specific language  

[ (Ghannad, et al., 2019), (Macit & Suter, 2015), (Sydora 

& Stroulia, 2020), (Lee, et al., 2015), (Beach, et al., 2015), 

(Jiang, et al., 2018), (Soman, et al., 2020)]: based on do-

main specific languages, such as BERA language and 

SWRL, that are developed to allow representing rules in 

a machine-readable format, either for a specific domain 

application (e.g., interior design) or for a specific regula-

tion type. While this category identifies practical compli-

ance checking systems in their specific application do-

main, they are still non-extensible (or partially) to other 

application domains unless the language itself is extended 

which is not coherent with the definition of domain-spe-

cific languages. Therefore, they do not represent a holistic 

approach for all building codes and regulation domains so 

as to ensure a complete compliance checking process of a 

BIM model. 

Query language  

[ (Dimyadi, et al., 2016), (Zhong, et al., 2018), (Bus, et 

al., 2018), (Zhang, 2019)]: checker systems based on rep-

resenting building knowledge, generally in the form of 

ontologies, then executing the rules using queries written 

in a query language (e.g., SPARQL). Generally, these 

have complex interfaces and necessitate a certain back-

ground in writing and using queries that limits their ac-

cessibility and usability. Furthermore, the cases consid-

ered are all focused on ‘content validation checking’ ra-

ther than model completeness, smart object (behavioural 

rules), or design option (best practices rules) checking. 

Reasoner  

[ (Tan, et al., 2010), (Zhang, et al., 2011), (Nawari, 

2019c), (Messaoudi & Nawari, 2020), (Salama & El-

Gohary, 2011), (Nawari, 2019b), (Zhang, 2019), (Zhang 

& El-Gohary, 2015), (Hjelseth, 2012), (Fenves, 1966)]: 

consisting of using logic, such as Deontic Logic, Fuzzy 

Logic, etc., to represent and/or execute the rules. A main 

difficulty with the compliance checking systems within 

this category is their complexity, and thus their suitability 

for industry application.  

Bespoke tool  

[ (Ghannad, et al., 2019), (Ding, et al., 2006), (Benghi, 

2019), (Cheng & Das, 2014), (Ciribini, et al., 2015), 

(Zhang, et al., 2013), (Melzner, et al., 2013), (Han, et al., 

1997), (Martins & Monteiro, 2013)]: checkers that are de-

veloped by encoding the rules as a desktop or a Web-

based application using a programming language (Java, 

Marionette…), or as a plugin within an existing authoring 

platform (e.g., Revit, Tekla Structures). While these kinds 

of systems can be very useful in their implementation do-

main, they are still costly to maintain, difficult to change, 

and require high levels of computer programming skills. 

General architecture  

[ (Eastman, et al., 2009), (Nawari, 2019c), (Messaoudi & 

Nawari, 2020), (Nawari, 2019b), (Zhang, et al., 2013), 

(Melzner, et al., 2013)]: conceptual models and functional 

or modular abstractions to develop a theoretical back-

ground with a systemic view for automated compliance 

checking systems. As the name suggests, this category 

does not propose practical solutions, but only general def-

initions and recommendations for developing desirable 

compliance checking systems. 

Most of these approaches have the disadvantage of be-

ing focused on the regulations (building codes, normative 

standards, project requirements, etc.) and how they can be 

represented into rule-based machine readable-format, ra-

ther than taking full advantage of BIM and its object-ori-

ented nature for representing construction projects, to en-

sure full object quality assurance including ‘content vali-

dation’, ‘model completeness’, ‘smart object’, and ‘de-

sign option’ checking. Consequently, much of the valua-

ble and detailed information does not benefit from a suit-

able and relevant compliance checking process. This is in 

part constrained by the top-down functional decomposi-

tion, that usually characterises process-based approaches 

and structuring of the design elements as functional prim-

itives (Gorti, et al., 1998). In addition, few of these works 

have endured the test of real industry applications. 

This paper has the following four objectives: 

• Propose a new framework for automated compliance 

checking that leverages the object-based representa-

tion of building information models;  

• Enable a natural decomposition, hierarchical struc-

turing and logical processing of the automated com-

pliance checking operation; 

• Enable quality assurance of the complex information 

existing in the construction industry at the detailed 

level; and 

• Enhance the understanding of the automated compli-

ance checking process by analysing and implement-

ing a real-world case study. 

PROPOSED APPROACH 

The ultimate aim of a construction process should be to 

fulfil the clients’ requirement, satisfy the end users’ 

needs, and ensure a level of performance in accordance 

with applicable regulations. A set of requirements, such 

as client’s requirements, building codes, normative stand-

ards, industry guidelines, and project requirements, 

should be checked and satisfied as soon as a design solu-

tion is available.    

Building codes represent a set of minimum rules to 

protect the health, safety, environmental impacts, etc., and 

with which all buildings must comply. They cover the 

whole life cycle of a building from design through con-

struction to operation and maintenance. They include gen-

eral requirements structured into chapters dealing with: 

stability of structures, fire safety, site preparation and re-

sistance, toxic substances, sound insulation, ventilation, 



sanitation, hot water safety & water efficiency, drainage, 

heat appliances and fuel system, falling, collision and im-

pact protection, energy, access and use, electrical safety, 

security, communication networks and construction ma-

terials (Regulation, 2020). 

BIM has been changing the way built assets are de-

signed, constructed, and operated and maintained. At the 

centre of these changes is the building information model 

which is now represented as a set of objects where each 

object is defined with an identity, attributes, and relations. 

The method proposed takes advantage of the BIM object-

oriented nature and focus on the notion of object to define 

an iterative bottom-up approach for enabling automatic 

compliance checking processes (see Figure 1). 

The object-oriented compliance checking approach is 

based on a four-step process (Eastman, et al., 2009): 

(i) Requirement rules interpretation consists of transfor-

mation of building requirements, principally represented 

in natural language in the form of texts, charts, tables, and 

mathematical expressions (Nawari, 2019c), into machine-

readable rules to allow their automatic execution. Unfor-

tunately, none of the existing frameworks have been able 

to propose an efficient and automatic approach to allow 

this transformation automatically. Existing Natural Lan-

guage Processing algorithms such as semantic-based, syn-

tactic-based, and recent AI techniques-based, cannot cor-

rectly handle ambiguous, uncertain and domain specific 

knowledge characterising building requirement texts. 

Consequently, in this study, we adopt an intuitive and log-

ical approach consisting of converting these requirements 

through collaborative work meetings with domain ex-

perts, into ‘if-then’ logical rules. These are then encoded 

into a computer-readable format; in our case into a com-

puter code using C# as a programming language (see next 

Section).   

(ii) BIM objects data preparation consists of simplifying 

the BIM model data so that it can be checked efficiently, 

without any loss of relevant information. Our compliance 

checking approach is object-oriented which makes IFC 

the file format of choice as it is neutral and an open 

schema enabling use and interchange across a wide range 

of BIM authoring platforms. However, due to its highly 

complex data structuring, its suitability is questionable 

and it has performed poorly when faced with the huge 

number of rules inherent in an iterative compliance check-

ing process (Ghang, et al., 2014). To overcome this prob-

lem, the IFC-based building information models can be 

parsed and all its objects prepared and pre-treated before 

being processed. For example, it may not be sufficient to 

collect only easily-noticeable, physical objects identified 

within the ifcProduct class (defined as “any object that 

relates to a geometric or spatial context” (Standard, 

2020)) but also to construct implicit and virtual objects, 

such as ifcBuilding, ifcBuildingStorey, and ifcSpace, with 

all their required/related information extracted from the 

building information model. These objects are defined 

within the IfcSpatialStructureElement class and are usu-

ally used to structure and organize a building project. This 

should improve the efficiency of processing IFC-based 

building information models (Sydora & Stroulia, 2020) 

and ensure the BIM data completeness before executing 

the rules set. 

(iii) Requirement rules execution consists of executing 

each rule from the rules set converted in the first step, on 

each relevant object prepared in the second step. The re-

sult can be either ‘Pass’ or ‘Fail’ for each pair <rule, ob-

ject>. An overall evaluation of the BIM model compli-

ance is based on a concatenation of all these elementary 

evaluations. The rules set is structured in multiple rule 

subsets according to their application domain (energy, ac-

cessibility, safety, etc.) and to the types of objects to 

which they are relevant. As shown in Figure 1, the execu-

tion is processed bottom-up according to this proposed ra-

tionale for rules and objects structuring. Indeed, basic and 

explicit objects (e.g., floor, wall, etc.) are checked before 

more complex and implicit ones (e.g., roof structures, 

stair… defined by the IfcRelAggregates relationship), and 

Figure 1: BIM objects-based automated compliance checking method 



mandatory requirements are also scanned first before 

guidelines and non-mandatory requirements. 

(iv) Requirement rules checking results and reporting in-

forms the user about the outcomes of the compliance 

checking execution step, i.e., Pass or Fail result, and pro-

duces a detailed report containing each elementary check 

result with explanations of the reasons for non-compli-

ance where applicable. 

CASE STUDY: SYNEG COMPLIANCE 

CHECKING 

A foodservice equipment objects library, created by 

BONNET THIRODE, is demonstrated through the four-

step approach: (i) Requirement rules interpretation, (ii) 

BIM objects data preparation, (iii) Requirement rules ex-

ecution, and finally (iv) Compliance checking results and 

reporting. 

Requirement rules interpretation 

The definition of Catering Equipment Manufacturer re-

quirements is based on the FCSI (Foodservice Consult-

ants Society International) Foodservice Equipment Stand-

ards document (Foodservice, 2020). This document aims 

to define a set of guidelines and recommendations for 

model content creation within an object-oriented author-

ing platform, such as Autodesk Revit, for use in the food 

service equipment industry (e.g., refrigerators, ranges, ice 

makers, etc.). It is composed of three files: (i) the Food-

service modelling standards, (ii) the International Food-

service Equipment (IFSE) parameter list, and the FCSI 

materials library. 

The Foodservice modelling standards is the main doc-

ument containing a set of guidelines and standards ena-

bling the portability, compatibility and performance of the 

BIM objects data created in the Foodservice Equipment 

Industry (Foodservice, 2020). It covers various themes of 

BIM modelling guidelines such as: the software authoring 

tool version, recommended object template (hosted versus 

free-standing), object representation and level of detail, 

object file size, visibility settings, nested object-groups-

voids recommendations, imported geometry and linked 

files, manufacturer logos, object and object type naming, 

categories and subcategories, parameters, type cata-

logues, materials, and recommendations about connect-

ors.  

To clarify and clear some of the uncertainties included 

in the recommendations of these standards, several meet-

ings were organised with SYNEG, the national associa-

tion of French catering equipment manufacturers, which 

is one of the contributors to the definition of FCSI Food-

service equipment standards. For example, regarding 

‘Connectors’ the team needed to understand which con-

trols to create and what input information to use to enable 

them. Furthermore, considering the complexity of food-

service equipment and the necessary skills level required 

to model them using BIM authoring platforms, some of 

the recommendations have been adapted (e.g., max object 

file size is set to 3 MB instead of 0,75 MB).  Also, provi-

sion is needed to be made for rules classified as ‘manda-

tory’ and ‘non-mandatory’ so that rules in both categories 

are checked but that failure on a non-mandatory rule does 

not result in overall failure. 

All these rules are interpreted into computer-readable 

code using the C# programming language within the 

SYNEG plugin. 

BIM objects data preparation 

BONNET THIRODE has developed a complete BIM ob-

ject library of its products. In terms of BIM adoption, 

BONNET is known to be one of the earliest and most ad-

vanced adopters amongst French foodservice equipment 

manufacturers.  

In this case study, the BIM data preparation step en-

tailed inputting both the BIM library with its 49 objects to 

be checked, plus the manufacturer’s library description 

file in a single repository. All the objects are RFA (Revit 

Family) files representing foodservice equipment objects. 

Moreover, as they are independent from each other, and 

defined at the same level of complexity, their processing 

was executed without a predefined order. 

Requirement rules execution 

To allow automated compliance checking for SYNEG 

BIM objects library, a SYNEG plugin was developed us-

ing C# programming language, within the Autodesk Revit 

2020 environment. Figure 2 shows the architecture of this 

plugin. It is composed of (i) a GUI (Graphical User Inter-

face) to simplify its utilisation by non-expert users (Figure 

3); (ii) the SYNEG compliance checking Rules module 

which consists of implementing a computer-readable for-

mat of the adapted version of the Foodservice modelling 

standards; (iii) Autodesk Revit API; (iv) the FCSI Mate-

rials library; and (v) other resources (templates, logos, 

etc.).  

The plugin inputs are the BIM objects library to be 

checked alongside the manufacturer’s library description. 

The outputs from the plugin are the automated compli-

ance checking reports: one overall for all the BIM objects, 

and individual reports for each object family.  

It should be noted that although this kind of rules im-

plementation is generally costly to maintain and difficult 

to update or change (Zhang & El-Gohary, 2016), the clas-

sification of the rules and their encoding in separate mod-

ules could greatly help reduce this complexity. That is the 

case here, where the Foodservice modelling standards 

rules have been encoded in a single module so that if in 

future, there is any need to further enrich these rules, more 

specific rules modules could be added without changing 

the general architecture of the application.    

Requirement rules results and reporting 

By executing the SYNEG plugin on the BONNET BIM 

objects library, a detailed automated compliance checking 

report with respect to the Foodservice modelling stand-

ards, is automatically generated. It consists of an Excel 



file with multiple sheets (as many as the object families 

within the BIM library). The first sheet indicates the over-

all compliance checking result depending on the average 

of all the objects’ compliance results.  

Furthermore, the result of the compliance checking of 

each BIM object is given in a separate sheet. It presents 

the result corresponding to each object family, where the 

satisfied rules are highlighted in green and unsatisfied 

rules are left as are. To justify the compliance checking 

result and enable future correction, an automated justifi-

cation for each ‘Failed’/‘Passed’ rule result is given in this 

report. 

DISCUSSION 

The bottom-up approach for automated compliance 

checking proposed in this paper takes advantage of the 

object-based nature of building information models and 

ensures full compliance checking processing including 

content validation, model completeness, smart object, and 

design option checking. Through 4 steps: requirement 

rules interpretation, BIM objects data preparation, re-

quirement rules execution, and compliance checking re-

sults & reporting, it allows verification of a design solu-

tion with respect to a set of construction requirements.  

To enable requirement rules interpretation, this ap-

proach uses an intuitive and logic framework consisting 

of converting the requirements into if-then logical rules 

which will be encoded thereafter, using a computer pro-

gramming language such as C#. Although this could be 

justified by the fact no efficient approach exists to allow 

this interpretation automatically, this approach is useful in 

its specific domain implementation. However, according 

to Zhang et al. (Zhang & El-Gohary, 2016), it is still costly 

to maintain, difficult to change and needs high level of 

computer programming skills. To address this challenge 

and satisfy evolving requirements as well as answering 

the question of regulations sustainability as pointed out in 

(Hakim, et al., 2017), a modular architecture has been 

Figure 3: SYNEG plugin Architecture 

Figure 2: SYNEG plugin Graphical User Interface 



adopted and implemented. This architecture enables each 

requirements class to be integrated into an independent 

module. As a result, extensions become possible without 

changing the whole application architecture; and in case 

of requirements change, updates can be performed with 

the minimal change to the existing information. Further-

more, to address the problem of dealing with uncertain 

and ambiguous building requirements characterising 

these kind of approaches (Zhang & El-Gohary, 2016), 

various meetings with domain experts have been organ-

ised to allow the best possible interpretations for the 

Foodservice Equipment Standards. 

For the BIM objects data preparation step, the choice 

of using a BIM file format other than IFC (RFA format  

in our case) was justified by two main reasons. Firstly, 

it was the decision of the users (SYNEG and all the 

French foodservice manufacturers) who have already 

chosen to work on the same authoring platform, Autodesk 

Revit, using the same set of modelling standards. Sec-

ondly, some of the foodservice manufacturers have al-

ready created their own BIM object libraries in Revit, 

therefore, converting their BIM data into IFC would re-

quire a lot of unnecessary work caused by information 

losses while converting from a proprietary BIM format to 

IFC (Turk, 2020). 

The two last steps, namely, requirement rules execu-

tion and results & reporting, have been formalised by con-

sidering the users’ needs. Indeed, foodservice manufac-

turers use the Autodesk Revit platform when creating 

their BIM object libraries, so the most efficient, suitable, 

and obvious approach to check their BIM objects is to 

conduct it using the same authoring environment via a 

new integrated functionality – a plugin in our case.                               

Reporting the compliance checking results and identify-

ing any change or correction to be made via an Excel file 

is also a practical way to check and correct the BIM li-

brary object by object. The BONNET library did not pass 

the test, the overall result was ‘0%’, principally due to the 

authoring tool version used to create this library which 

was Revit 2015. 

In terms of performance, compared with the manual 

approach, Table 1 presents the results of execution times 

corresponding to the automated compliance checking ap-

proach using the SYNEG plugin, and the traditional ap-

proach by checking the rules manually. A laptop with In-

tel(R) Core(TM) i7-4610 CPU @ 3.00 GHz 3.00 GHz 

Processor, and 16.0 GB of RAM, has been used to run the 

plugin. The results show a drastic time saving in pro-

cessing the library of 49 BIM objects. The automated 

compliance checking processing with the SYNEG plugin 

required 197.09 seconds (~ 3.3 minutes). This time is 

principally due to ‘loading’ operations of RFA files 

(112.26 seconds) into the Autodesk Revit 2020 environ-

ment, and ‘upgrading’ operations of BIM objects (81.63 

seconds) since they were created in a previous version of 

Revit (Revit 2015). Concerning the manual approach, ex-

ecution times have been calculated by considering estima-

tions of an expert Revit user who is capable of realising 

the whole compliance checking process manually. For 

only 20 elementary rules, the time to check and report one 

BIM object was estimated to be 74 901 seconds (~ 125 

minutes), whereas the 49 objects library would take 367 

010 seconds which is equivalent to at least 2 working 

weeks. 

CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVES 

The objectives of this research have been completely 

achieved.  

Firstly, after an extensive literature review of 34 pa-

pers dealing with automated compliance checking, a clas-

sification into 6 categories of existing approaches (AI 

techniques, domain specific language, query language, 

reasoner, bespoke tool, and general architecture) has been 

proposed and a new framework for automated compliance 

checking based on BIM models has been defined and 

structured over a four-step process.   

Secondly, this framework proposes a natural and hier-

archical decomposition of the rules by structuring them 

into multiple subsets according to their application do-

main (energy, accessibility, safety...) and to the types of 

objects to which they are relevant.  

The BIM objects are also organised according to their 

types (implicit, explicit) and complexity (basic, com-

plex/aggregated). The execution of the rules is then pro-

cessed from bottom to top, starting with basic and explicit 

objects to more complex and implicit ones.  

Thirdly, this structuration of BIM objects and rules al-

lows verification of both simple and complex infor-

mation. For example, elementary information such as 

  Manual approach Automated compliance checking (SYNEG plugin) 

  Rules exe-

cution 
Reporting Total 

Object 

loading 

Objects 

upgrading 

Rules exe-

cution 
Reporting Total 

1 BIM Object 5 690 1 800 7 490 2.29 1.67 0.05 0.02 4.02 

BONNET's Library: 

49 BIM Objects 
27 8810 88 200 367 010 112.26 81.63 2.32 0.87 197.09 

Table 1: Comparison of ACC execution times (seconds) using SYNEG plugin and manual approach 

 



those related to manufacturer logo and its visibility set-

tings, i.e. the existence of a parameter named ‘Show 

Logo’ to control the visibility of the logo, can be consid-

ered and checked with regard to existing standards and 

norms. In addition, behavioural (such as, using free-stand-

ing and not hosted object) and composition (or structur-

ing, like limiting nested object levels, and using groups 

and/or voids) BIM-object information can also be 

checked thanks to this framework. 

Finally, a real case study consisting of a foodservice 

equipment objects library of a French Catering equipment 

manufacturer, has been presented and processed accord-

ing to the four-step process approach, and a new plugin 

application for automated compliance checking has been 

developed and tested. This plugin assists foodservice 

equipment designers and helps them to check and correct 

their BIM object libraries according to the Foodservice 

modelling standards and requirements.  

In future work, we aim to further develop this applica-

tion to address the general compliance checking frame-

work presented in this paper. This would enable: (i) pro-

cessing of other requirement rules domains, (ii) adopting 

a neutral and open standard BIM format, such as IFC, and 

(iii) implementing the pyramidal BIM objects data struc-

turation allowing the full implementation of the bottom-

up rules execution, with elementary and explicit objects 

processed first, followed by complex and implicit ones. 

Ultimately, to allow SYNEG to approve created BIM 

libraries and play the role of a certification organisation, 

we aim to extend the SYNEG plugin to be a Web-based 

application, so that foodservice equipment manufacturers 

would be able to submit their BIM libraries to obtain a 

‘BIM Approved by SYNEG’ certification. 
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